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117L TOW BEHIND BROADCAST & SPOT AGRICULTURE SPRAYER WITH

12V PUMP K16004 BY KINCROME

The Kincrome 117 litre Tow Behind Broadcast and Spot

Sprayer is a must have for all vineyards, hobby farmers and

acreage lot owners. Simply connect the included hitch to your

ATV or ride on or garden tractor to spray weeds, fence lines

and tops of trees up to 5.8m tall. Spray water or pesticides

(including Round-Up®) option which has twin spring loaded

boom arms with a 3050mm overall spraying width, or use the

spot sprayer with a 4.9m reinforced braided PVC clear hose

for superior reach for more accurate applications. The unit

has an extra thick (4mm) 117L UV-resistant tank which is

compatible with virtually all herbicides and pesticides

including RoundUp® and conveniently has litres and gallons

moulded into the tank to make it easy to monitor and

measure fluid levels more accurately. Equipped with a top

quality Kincrome 12V on demand 100% duty cycle pump,

allowing you to get the job done quickly and efficiently,

without stopping for cool down time. The heavy duty all steel

trailer chassis has been powder coated to prevent corrosion,

increase durability and longevity to ensure it lasts for many

seasons. There is a convenient drain plug at the base of the

tank so it is easy to drain unused liquids bore flushing and

vertical storage via the tow hitch.

Features:

12V 8.3LPM open flow, on-demand pump provides faster

priming and longer life; 70 PSI max

100% Continuous duty rating

SKU Option Part # Price

5000129 K16004 $899

Model

Type Sprayer

SKU 5000129

Part Number K16004

Barcode 9312753044493

Brand Kincrome

Size 117L

Dimensions

Product Length 790 mm

Product Width 662 mm

Product Height 492 mm

Product Weight (Net Weight) 26.59 kg

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 26.59 kg

Shipping Notes

This product is classified as

'Heavy / Oversized' and

generally does not qualify for

FREE SHIPPING.
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Santoprene™ diaphragm and Viton® valves for superior

reliability and chemical resistance including Roundup®

Large-capacity tank design features extra-thick walls that are

UV-resistant and compatible with virtually all pesticides

Spring-loaded, breakaway boom arms fold away for compact

storage with left and right boom nozzle control valves

3050mm Broadcast width spray nozzle

Spray gun nozzle adjusts from stream to cone; shoots 5.8m

vertically and 9m horizontally

Full list of stocked spare parts available

Suitable for most pesticides including Round Up, herbicides

and water.

Not suitable for chlorine or corrosive liquids.

Specification:

Capacity 117L

Measurements 1150 x 660 x 740MM (Assembled)

Dry Weight 22.6KG

Weight Full 139.6KG

Voltage 12V DC

Amp Draw from Pump 8.0 AMPS

Max Pressure 70 PSI

Max Flow Rate 8.3 LPM

Contents:

117L 12V Sprayer, with b/cast nozzle and hand sprayer

8.3LPM 12V 100% duty cycle pump with adjustable pressure

regulator and gauge, fused leads & remote switch

Steel powder coated trailer chassis & H/D wheels and tyres

Instruction manual
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